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BDC 40703

Qf a) A control system can be modeled in state-space representation. Explain the
difference between Space, Space Variable and Space Vedor.

(5 marks)

b) A control block diagram in frequency domain of an engineering plant is shown in
FIGURE Ql. In order to simulate the system's per6rmance in terms ofth. plant
output x1, controller output x2 and sensor output, .r3, please find the a state-space
model of the system.

(20 marks)

Q2 a) Consider the liquidJevel system shown in FIGIIRE Q2. In the system, 0r anO Qr*"
steady-state inflow rates and H-1and Fzure steady-state heads, The quantities qt, ea,
hr, hz, gv and qo are considered small. Find the equations that relate Cr and h1, R1 and

Qt, Cz and h2, h2 and qo.

(5 marks)

Obtain a state-space representation for the system when ftr and hz are the outputs and

eit and Qaare the inputs.
(20 marks)

Q3 a) What is Non-linear System? Explain your answer with one (l) example.
(5 marks)

A system is found to be non-linear in nature. This system however can be simplified
as a linear system in the region defined by 2 <x < 4, l0 <y < 12. Please linearize the
system in the said region ifthe nonlinear equation is given by,

z:l+8ry+3f

(20 marks)
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Q4 a) Elaborate the procedure of both structure and parameter identifications when a

system identification is performed.
(10 marks)

b) A -yst-rni- giten a set ofinputXas shown in TABf,E Q4. ThesEinputs correspond
to ouQut data set lrespectively. Please perform system identification to the given
data via least square method. Find also the trend values and show that,

x(v-?)-0,

(15 marks)

ABLE
X I 2 J 4 5

Y 2 5 J 8 7
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